
AWESOME AUGUST!!
 

"The Brilliant poppy flaunts her head,Amidst the ripening grain
and adds her voice to sell the song 

that's AUGUST here again!!"
 

The most amicable and astonishing month of August witnessed
the Celebration of *INDIA'S* *75th Independence Day*.To prove

their mettle and to further hone their skills, our eloquent and
focused scholars participated in various competitions and

activities throughout the month.
 

The activities were successful in instilling the patriotic fervour
among the students.

 
Through the wide array of  performances,dance,music&drama Bal

Bhawan School showcased it's glorious Indian Heritage and
India's potential to become a world leader.

We believe in encouraging a culture of curiosity  in the classroom
and listening  to our children -for through them the future

whispers to us.

BAL BHAWANBAL BHAWAN
SCHOOLSCHOOL  August '2022



GRADE
1

Magical Mathematics

"The only way to learn
mathematics is to do

mathematics"
Mathematics can be tough

sometimes but so can many
other things in life. It is the

only subject which shows that
every problem can have a 

 solution. It can be fun,
challenging, hands on and

applicable in real life.

 
The students of Grade-1 of

Bal Bhawan School and
Westwind Kindergarten had
lots of fun while learning the

concept of addition on the
number strip through an
activity. This fun loving

activity was enjoyed by the
budding mathematicians

and they also learnt an easy
way of addition by doing

steps forward.



You are a
rainbow of

possibilities

 
The students of Grade 2

celebrated Rainbow Day  in
the school premises. They

were all dressed up in oufits,
in colours of a rainbow.

They enjoyed variety of fun
filled activities. They
illustrated a scenery

showcasing all the colours of
the rainbow. They made

rainbow coloured bands  as a
take away activity. Keeping
the rainbow theme in view,
the students brought fruits

and food items including all
the three food groups( a

rainbow diet) in their tiffins.
It was a day full of vibrance

and energy.

GRADE 2



 The best way to be healthy, is to adopt
healthy eating habits  right from 

 childhood. 
Keeping this in mind we started our

learning for our Grade 2 children with
Healthy Food . To take  their learning

forward and to encourage them towards
eating food  from all the three food

groups (energy giving food, bodybuilding
food and protective food) we celebrated

Food Week  .The children enthusiastically
and actively discussed about the food

items in their tiffins . Very skillfully they
impressed the teachers by telling them

the nutritive value  of eating from all
these food groups. 

This activity helped the children to
understand the importance of eating

healthy food daily.

FOOD WEEK

CELEBRATION



"Kids love superheroes.
The fact is, adults do, too!!"
Ordinary people who have
a  desire to help the society
don special uniforms and
defy the odds. They  make 

 the world a better place for
us to live.

 He also gave  important
tips on do's and don'ts  in

case of fire mishap. He
showed some 

equipments used by the
fire fighters, like the fire

resistant suit ,
helmets,fire extinguisher
etc. Overall, it was a very
informative session for

the budding learners. The
children were intrigued

and fascinated. 

Westwind Kindergarten and Bal
Bhawan School organised a visit of a

well known firefighter, Mr Sajid 
Khan for Nursery to Grade 2 on 10 th

August 2022. He shared valuable
information about the hazards  of

mishandling of domestic cylinders,
electric points, playing or misusing
flammable sprays and other things
that might cause fire to break out.



 
 

With the notion of saving endangered animals, students of
Grade 4 performed a funfilled and interesting activity of

MASK MAKING of endangered animals of M.P,Nagaland
and Manipur as a part of their Art Integrated, Inter

Disciplinary Activity of Science.Students showcased their
creativity and not only prepared masks of animals like

Tiger,Panda,Sloth bear,Sangai deer etc, but also discussed
the various ways of saving endangered animals.

 

" LET'S SAVE OUR
ENDANGERED FAUNA"

GRADE
4 

"Saving one animal won't change the world,but it will
change the world for that one animal".



Concept of Northern Plains is incomplete without proper
understanding of Rivers- tributaries and distributaries. 

 
In order to clear the concept of Rivers- tributaries and distributaries
an activity was conducted in sections of Grade 4 , in which children

explained the concept to each other.
 

The activity was fun filled which cleared the concept as well.

MORE ABOUT NORTHERN and COASTAL
PLAINS



Please set aside some of
your money to prepare
for a tour to the museum
in the even semester

Join a volunteer
organization to help others

"Let's nurture the nature
for better future"

The activity aimed at
comparing environment of
three states and correlating

it to the three states of
matter.The students 

 participated with great
zeal and came out with
beautiful presentation.

To develop
creativity,correlation and

collaboration skills in students
of Grade 5, an Art Integrated
Interdisciplinary Activity of

Science was conducted where
they studied about the soil
types,rivers,climates and

atmospheric gases of
M.P,Nagaland and Manipur

and depicted their work
through a collage.

GRADE 5



GRADE 8

Excursions are a learning tool to enhance the curriculum by
allowing students to grasp better and retain concepts , it's

learning by observing.
Bal Bhawan School organised an excursion to TRIBAL MUSEUM
BHOPAL on 05 August 22 for students of class VIII. Main focus of
this tour was to gather information about the life and culture of

Gond tribal community.



'Be the person you needed when you were
younger' 

'Subject Teachers as Career Guides’

 
The keynote speech was presented

by the eminent Chief Guest, Ms,
Rashmi Arun Shami – IAS,

Principal Secretary Department of
Education M.P.  Respected Omar

Sir was the Guest of Honour on the
occasion .The workshop was

attended by Ms Jolly  ,
Ms  Shubhangini  and Ms Apoorva 

It was an enriching and very
informative session highlighting

the importance of Career guidance,
the crucial role of school Teachers
as Career Counsellors and also the

need to prepare students to be
future ready for Career 5.0

A two-day professional
development program
was organized at The

Courtyard Marriott in the
capital Bhopal on 26th

and 27th of August 2022.
The topic of the workshop
was ‘Subject Teachers as

Career Guides’. This
program was organized

by Amrita Vishwa
Vidyapeetham with ICS-

ACE.Its main objective
was to provide teachers
training to educational
and career guides to set
up a career counselling
centre in every school. 



Educational Trip



"Our world is built on biology and once we
begin to  understand it, it then becomes a 

 technology"

Biology Students of Class XI
Sc and XII Sc visited

Biotechnology lab of Institute
of Excellence in Higher

Education,  Bhopal. It was an 
 extensive 90 min

programme. Institute's
Director, Dr. Pragyesh Kumar

Agrawal welcomed the
students and enlightened

them with his words of
encouragement. 

 

The workshop included
introduction of sophisticated lab

equipments and three experimental
demonstrations viz. DNA isolation
from Banana, Gel Electrophoresis
process and procedure of Bacterial
culture. The entire programme was
conducted under the guidance of Dr
Ranjana Varma, HOD, Department

of Biotechnology, IEHE.
Students gained a lot of insight and

enjoyed the wonderful session .



EXCURSION 

 TO TRIBAL

MUSEUM 

"The best introduction to art is
to stroll through a museum."

The more art you see, the more
you’ll learn to define your own

taste.”
 

The students of Grade 4& 5 of
Bal Bhawan School went on an

excursion to TRIBAL MUSEUM,
they were mesmerized by the

impressive display of hand
crafted art, tribal lifestyle and
customs displayed there.The

excursion took them to a unique
and unexplored world. They felt
euphoric by  the  details and the
size of the museum.Trip to the

museum developed critical
thinking, creative learning

among the students.



The best classroom and the richest cupboard is roofed only by the
sky.So to give our students of Grade I ,a full-on experiential

learning beyond the classroom,BAL BHAWAN SCHOOL organized
a visit to  the Tribal Museum on Saturday 27th August  2022.They

learned about SHELTER and saw many types of houses there. They
were amazed and elated  to see different tribal arts and culture
amidst the nature . It was a day full of observing and learning .

"Tell me and I forget,Teach me and I remember,
Involve me and I learn".

 



Achievements 



IT'S TIME TO REJOICE!!

"A winner is a
dreamer who never

gives up".
The same goes for our
students who dare to
dream, and achieve

what they dream.

Our zealous pupils participated in BCL
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT held at

BarkatUllah University Campus
alongwith 32 teams all over Bhopal.
Bal Bhawan School Football Team

qualified for the Mega Finals  and was
among the top 8 teams.

Our Sports Aficionados brought laurels to
the school.

 
 
 

The winners and the School Coaches Mr.Munis
Qureshi and Mr.Vinod Ahirwar  were applauded

for their exemplary performance by the School
Management.

Yunus Mohd- XM was
Man of the Match in
Quarter Final Round

 
Mohammad Abdullah

Hayat- XII CC2 became
Man of the Match in the

Semi Finals.

Our Goal Keeper,Faaiz
Usmai-XI-CC2 saved 4

goals in the Penalty
Shootout in the Semi Final

Round



An ardent swimmer Ananya Jain of class X J participated in
Khelo India Competition where she was awarded :-

    2nd prize in 200 m and 100 m Butterfly Stroke
    5th  prize in 100m Freestyle Stroke

 For her commendable performance she received a Cash Price
of Rs 12000.

We wish her the best in all her future endeavours.

Swimming Is Not About Perfection. It Is All
About Persistence!



Reels are the most effective way of
conveying messages in short period of

time

Bal Bhawan School student, Syed Mannan of grade  XI
bagged first position in Inter-School reel making

competition (Montage) organised by  St Xavier school.
Various students participated in the competition and

theme for the reel was given on the spot.



This is the spirit of our Bal Bhawanites.
We take privilege to share the Result of

44th National Arm Wrestling
Championship organised by JAMMU
AND KASHMIR ARM WRESTLING

ASSOCIATION, held at International
Youth Hostel in Jammu and Kashmir.

Our Sports enthusiast
 Sikander Pasha of Class VIII- J secured
5th Position all over India under 70 kgs

Boys' Category and brought laurels to the
school!

 
 

Good News Pouring in....
 Imagine with all your mind. Believe with all your heart and achieve

with all your might.

Well Done Boy..
Way to Go!!!



Yet another

feather in our

cap

 
 

The founder of RAD
ART , Mr Mayank

honoured
respected Director sir
and Principal ma'am

with memento, medal
and certificate of active

participation of the
school.

 

Guiness World Record events
don't happen very often. RAD

Art foundation and IARF
successfully conducted

second  attempt to make
another record to upload

photos of people drawing in
an hour and made an

achievement in Guiness
World Record.Many students

participated from Bal
Bhawan School and

submitted their art work and
became a part of this record.

Congratulations ✨



 
 

1.Yumna Usmani of XII CC3

awarded as best delegate of AIPPM

2. Naivedya Jain of XI CC1 awarded

as best delegate of Lok sabha
 
 

"To give you the motivation you need to keep
flowing"

Students of Bal Bhawan
School participated in

IIMUN competition
organised by SAGE
University at SAGE

international school, Bhopal
from 26th September to 28th

September.

IIMUN is India's International
Movement to Unite Nations. The

vision of the organisation is to
spread the concept of one world-
to build an egalitarian society by

spreading the idea through
sensitizing tomorrow's leaders. 

 
With immense pleasure I would like

to announce that the following
students of Bal Bhawan School

Bhopal bagged top  positions in two
committees among four committees

( AIPPM, UNSC, Loksabha, WEF).
 

 
 

Congratulations to the Bhawanite

for bringing glory to their Alma

mater!!!



With extreme pride and elation, we
wish to share the stupendous

achievements of our students in
different Olympiads conducted by

the Science Olympiad
foundation(2021-22)

The following students have won
different medals and rewards in

different subjects :
 1) Shayan Ahmed- Class 3 - International rank 11 ,Gold medal

and gift voucher in IEO 
2)  Zoya Khan-4L -International rank- 24, Zonal rank 22 in

IEO
3)  Sidra Khan - 10N International rank 2 and cash reward  in

IEO
4)Harshdeep Singh Hora - 10N - International rank 3 and Gift

voucher in ISSO 
5) Rafia Khanum-10J International rank 95 in NSO

6) Aradhy Jain- 10N- Gold medal in IMO
7) Summiya - 11CC2- International rank 429 and zonal rank 25  

in UCO
8)Ayat Shaukatullah-11CC3- International rank 60 in IEO

ACHIEVEMENTS OF TODAY ARE THE STEPPING
STONES FOR THE FUTURE ONES

 CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE WINNERS



This is a perfect saying as winning is
not by chance, but it requires

consistent efforts and a positive
attitude. Proving this, the students
of BAL BHAWAN SCHOOL put in

their best foot forward and bagged
meritorious positions in District

level Badmintion tournament
conducted at BLAZE SPORTS CLUB.

 
Total students participated in under

9 category were- 32 
 

"Winners never quit
and quitters never win"

 
 Our Star performer- Zeyn Ali of class

3rd K 
Secured THIRD place.

 
  



Every Accomplishment Starts With The
Decision To Try

An open house quiz was conducted by Regional Science Centre
Bhopal on 'India's Achievement in Science and Technology Since

Independence ' under the programme 'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav'.
More than 50 students participated from different schools ,among
them 2 students Abdullah Israr Ahmed X K  and  Asna Khan  IX J of 

 our school who were in the top 10 received prizes for answering
maximum questions . Congratulations for their commendable

performance.



Winners Don't Wait For Chances They
Take Them.

Heartiest congratulations for the
commendable performance!!!

Inter School Squash Tournament was conducted at T T
Nagar Stadium under various categories. In the category  of  

Under 19 Girls--
◆ Manasvi Soni, 12th Sci bagged the First Place  and got

selected for District Level Tournament.
◆ Aamna Khan, 12th CC2  bagged the Second Place  and got

selected for  District Level Tournament.
       Under 19 Boys--

◆ Mohit Gupta, 12th CC1 was placed on Fifth Rank and got
selected for District Level Tournament.

           Under 14 Girls--
◆ Zoya Khan, 6th L bagged the third place and got selected

for the District Level Tournament.
Under 14 Boys--

◆ Aradhya Mishra, 6th N was placed on  4th Rank and got
selected for  District Level Tournament.



Inter-School
Activities 



"Har Ghar Tiranga " is a
campaign under the aegis of
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav to

encourage people to bring the
Tiranga home and to hoist it to

mark the 75th year of India’s
independence.

To invoke the feeling of
patriotism in the heart of the

students and to promote
awareness about the Indian
National Flag,a programme
was organised in the school

campus on  3rd August,2022.
 

Har Ghar Tiranga..Humari Shaan
Tiranga

Mr.Amir Alvi (NSPR, President
and Social Worker),Nida Alvi

(National Coordinator-
Women's

Parliament),Mr.Surendra
Shukla (Joint Director,Nehru

Yuva Kendra) Varsha Ahirwar
and others marked their

presence by inspiring young
minds with their inspirational

speech.The programme
concluded  by the harmonic

performance of the students of
Bal Bhawan School .



To revive the sense of patriotism and to salute the spirit
of freedom, a poster making activity was conducted on

6th August 2022 under the Har Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan to
honour  the symbol of our  national pride, our national

flag The Tricolour.

My Breath ,Body ,Soul Feel Ignited When I See
Those Three Ordinary Colours Merging Together 

Extraordinarily.



 
 

On the occasion of India's 75th year
of Independence, our school

organised an Inter House
Competition on 13th August'22 for

the students of Grade 2 to 5.
❇ THEME - AZAADI KE HEROES.

Our little munchkins enacted
flawlessly and left the judges spell

bound.
 
 
 

AZADI KE HEROES: 
PATRIOTIC FERVOUR PREVAILS!!

Here is the result of the
competition and a

glimpse of the event.
The winners are - 



Write What Should Not Be Forgotten

An Essay Writing was conducted under the
CBSE  Expression Series on Yoga For

Fitness which is a part of the celebration of 
 Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.In this context

students expressed their ideas on different
topics which were assigned to different

class categories -
 ◆Classes 3-5 (Primary)-Topic was 'My Yoga Schedule Will Be....'

◆Classes 6-8 (Middle)- Topic was 'I Love Yoga Because....'
◆Classes 9-10 (Secondary)- Topic was 'Yoga :Fitness for Humanity '
◆Classes 11-12 (Senior Secondary)-Topic was 'Yoga : Making India

Global '
 Students' enthusiasm and their

understanding of yoga as an
empowering tool to overcome life's

challenges could be seen through
these essays.



INTRA SCHOOL
QUESTT QUIZ

CONTEST

Bal Bhawan School
organised Intra School 
 Online Questt Quiz for

grade I -X in four different
categories. Students

participated with zeal on
this digital platform and

showcase their talent ,
calibre and general

awareness even after the
challenging period of

pandamic. 

The winners are:

Category 1 (Grade 1&2 )
Zaid Mohammad  1F

Hridhaan Gajbhiye  2N
Abubakar Adil  2J 

Category 2 (Grade 3&4 )
Ibrahim Ahmed  3L

Zainab F Hussain  3N 
Hamza Khan  4M 

Category 3 (Grade 5 - 7 )
Saaymoon Khan 7L

Anshika Jain  6J 
Lavanya Gajbhiye 5J 

Category 4 (8 - 10 )
Mohammad Ibrahim 10L

Mankeerat Singh  9B
Mohd. Abaan  8B



 
Bal Bhawan School celebrated 'National Library Day' by organising

a Special Assembly to give tribute to Dr. S. R. Ranganathan –
National Father of Library Science and to educate the students

about how libraries play a vital role in shaping their future.
It was a measure to promote the reading habits amongst the

students. Various interesting activities like Book Talk, Author Talk,
understanding Genres and Bookmark Making were conducted
throughout the day. Students participated in the activities with

great enthusiasm and zeal.

NATIONAL LIBRARY DAY – 12th August 2022

“library fuels our imagination, opens up windows to the world,
inspires us to explore and achieve and contribute our best to the

world.”
 



As we cleberate 75th year of independence, Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav thus becomes symbolic of our personal connection

to the Tri colour and also of our commitment to nation-
building.

To commemorate the mahotsav , a Quiz Competition for
grade 5th & 6th and a Speech Competition for   grade 9th &10th
was held to invoke the feeling of patriotism in the hearts of the

students  and to promote awareness about our national flag.

The Indian Flag Is The Symbol Of
Our Freedom, National Pride And

History



Grade 6 to 8 participated in Inter-House Nukkad Natak
Competition on the  topic:SOCIAL CAUSE. The event started

with the skit presentation of Siddharth House on "Mobile
Addiction and usage of Social Apps". Thereafter, Ashoka House
came up with the topic of "Bullying". Followed by Akbar House

that brought the message of "Save trees, Save Environment".
Finally, the last performance was given by Vikram House on

"Child Labour". 
All the participants gave a  wonderful presentation in such a way

that encouraged everyone to listen calmly. The audience was
mesmerized by the performances.

The winners of the competition are:
Ist:Ashoka House 

2nd: Akbar House&Vikram House
 
 

INTER-HOUSE NUKKAD NATAKINTER-HOUSE NUKKAD NATAKINTER-HOUSE NUKKAD NATAK
COMPETITIONCOMPETITIONCOMPETITION   

Congratulations!! 



An Inter House Dance competition was
organised on the occasion of 75th

Independence Day Celebration on the
theme of Patriotism. Students eagerly

participated with fervor and represented
their houses with a patriotic spirit. 

Dance is the

hidden language

of the soul.

The winners are :-
First Position - Akbar House 

Second Position - Siddharth House 

Third Position -  Vikram House 

Heartiest

Congratulations !!!



Career Guidance
Program



An exclusive event was organised for Bal Bhavan students on
Monday, 22nd August - with leading UK Creative universities !!!

 
Students got to meet leading creative experts from UK universities 
 to discuss about admissions, to understand  the available courses,

fee structure,  scholarships, etc. 
 

It was an informative session and students took part with
enthusiasm and got to know their way forward if they wish to

pursue their careers in creative industry abroad.

The  Journey Of A

Thousand Miles

Begins With A Single

Step...



SILICA, an organization that guides and prepares students for
careers in Design, Arts, and Architecture, organized a Creativity

Quotient Test for students of grade X , XI, XII to make them 
 understand  the depth of Creativity which will  help  and guide them  

to make career choices in future. 
Students participated in the quotient test and had a good experience

and came to know about the career options in art, design and
architecture. It was an informative session.

The Best Way To Predict The Future Is To
Create It



A career guidance workshop was held by Aaditya Kotwal 
 (Bal Bhawan Alumini ),fashion choreographer , curator for

fashion events and a stylist  in collaboration with Deepanshu
Tyagi owner and founder of Admission Yatra for students of

Commercial Arts,where they interacted with students
regarding career opportunities in the field of Art. 

The discussion focused on various education options
available and also the need to step out of one's comfort zone

and stepping into one's true zone. The session was very
informative and inspiring.

It's Not What You Achieve , It's What You
Overcome , That's What Defines Your Career



Investiture
Ceremony 



18th August 2022 witnessed a
memorable day in Bal Bhawan

School as the office bearers
took their oath in the presence
of the principal Mrs Humaira

Arif  during the  investiture
ceremony.They took their oath
to be responsible leaders  and

be true to their post and
uphold the honour and glory of

the institution.It was a proud
moment as they stood tall
while holding their flags.

Leadership is not about a title or a designation.
It's about impact, influence and inspiration 

As they were pinned the
badges and sashes by the

senior faculty members of
the school and their house
mistresses. It was the first

time that a democratic
voting procedure was

adopted to form the school
student cabinet of the year

2022-23 .The students  from
class 8th to 12th

wholeheartedly voted fairly
with zest and enthusiasm.

Head Boy - Ujjawal
Pandey 

Head Girl  - Yumna
Usmani 

Dy. Head Boy - Mohit
Gupta 

Dy. Head Girl -  Lovely
Pandey

Sports Prefect - Ahmar
Ul Haq

Dy. Sports Prefect
Naivedya Jain 

  Saumya Dubey 

       Zahara Khan  



Congratulations to the newly elected cabinet
members!!!

Other elected members of the school
cabinet are :-

Discipline Prefect - Quazi   
 Tauqeer

 Dy.Discipline Perfect -  Kaveri
Nivsarkar

     Pranjal Gupta

School Prefect  - Utkarsh Jain

Dy. School Prefect - Aali Khan 

                                              Mansvi Soni
                                                Haya Khan 

                                               Vansh Rathore 

                                                  Kashaf Ahmed

Cultural Perfect - Mariam Arshi 

Dy.Cultural Perfect - Varsha
Tiwari 

                                 Ilma Khan 

                                        Jiya Pandey 

Ashoka House :-
Captain - Yukta Bhojwani 

Vice Captain - Aamira Khan 

Akbar House :-
Captain - Zainab Ali 

Vice Captain - Mariyam Hashmi 

Siddharth House :-
Captain - Medha Bhandari 
Vice Captain - Nimra Noor 

Vikram House :-
Captain - Alisha Khan 

Vice Captain - Isra Siddiqui 



Glimpse of
the event 



May The Sun In His Course Visit No Land More
Free , More Happy , More Lovely Than This Our

Country !!!

Wrap Up....

The month passed with the celebration to mark our glorious 75th
Independence with series of activities under the banner Azadi

Ka Amrit Mahotsav.As the colours of our Independence spread
far and wide , Bhawanites were energetic, enthusiastic in not

only celebrating but also understanding the importance of this
glorious day , understanding their responsibilities towards the

country. 
The month marked its way with energetic dances, patriotic

songs , motivational speeches and inspiring dramas blended
with the responsibility towards their studies. It is rightly said

that Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use
to change the world.

Celebrations will go on....our students are now gearing up for
their next task....term 1 examination.                                                                               

I Know Today Won't Be Easy,
But I Also Know ,

You're Up To The Challenge,
Go Out And Give,
Your Best Shot.

BEST OF LUCK !!!


